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byung chul han in treatises such as the burnout society and his latest the crisis of
narration diagnoses the frenetic aimlessness of the digital age byung chul han born
1959 is a south korean born philosopher and cultural theorist living in germany he was
a professor at the berlin university of the arts and still occasionally gives courses there
byung chul han has 51 books on goodreads with 173295 ratings byung chul han s
most popular book is the burnout society byung chul han is the enigmatic philosopher
and author of the burnout society and psychopolitics neoliberalism and new
technologies of power in his latest book professor byung chul han is a 64 year old man
who lives life backwards he s awake when people are sleeping and goes to bed when
others are starting to work a proudly lazy thinker the disappearance of rituals a
topology of the present 1st edition by byung chul han author daniel steuer translator 4
5 199 ratings see all formats and editions untrammelled neoliberalism and the
inexorable force of production have produced a 21st century crisis of community a
narcissistic cult of authenticity and mass turning in his 2015 work burnout society the
philosopher byung chul han argues a cult of individual achievement has led to mass
burnout and depression across society resisting burnout is simple but easier said than
done we must slow down and rediscover how to think the agony of eros by byung chul
han foreword by alain badiou translated by erik butler paperback 14 95 paperback isbn
9780262533379 pub date april 7 2017 by byung chul han worldcat 68 pages the age
of haste its cinematographic succession of point like presences has no access to
beauty or to truth only in lingering contemplation even ascetic restraint do things
unveil their beauty their fragrant essence rather storytelling as storyselling is a
pathological phenomenon of our age byung chul han one of the most perceptive
cultural theorists of contemporary society dissects this crisis with exceptional insight
and flair in topology of violence the philosopher byung chul han considers the shift in
violence from the visible to the invisible from the frontal to the viral to the self inflicted
from brute force to mediated force from the real to the virtual drawing on this
fundamental distinction between essence and absence byung chul han explores the
differences between western and far eastern philosophy aesthetics architecture and
art shedding fresh light on a culture of absence that may at first sight appear strange
and unfamiliar to those in the west whose ways of thinking have been shaped in this
contrarian reflection on digitized life byung chul han counters the cheerleaders for
twitter revolutions and facebook activism by arguing that digital communication is in
fact responsible for the disintegration of community and public space and is slowly
eroding any possibility for real political action and meaningful political discourse byung
chul han a star of german philosophy continues his passionate critique of neoliberalism
trenchantly describing a regime of technological domination that in contrast to
foucault s biopower has discovered the productive force of the psyche in the swarm
digital prospects untimely meditations paperback april 7 2017 a prominent german
thinker argues that contrary to twitter revolution cheerleading digital communication
is destroying political discourse and political action the korean born philosopher han
byung chul ascribes to this view believing that true beauty is found in such
imperfections in empty spaces korean artists refer to these spaces as yeobek lee
byung chul korean 이병철 12 february 1910 19 november 1987 was a south korean
businessman who founded the samsung group the country s largest chaebol
conglomerate he is recognized as one of south korea s most successful business
figures judging by vita contemplativa in praise of inactivity 2023 a philosophical
meditation on the meaning of inactivity the korean german thinker byung chul han
who over the last decade has put in this new book byung chul han argues that
infocracy is the new form of rule characteristic of contemporary information capitalism
whereas the disciplinary regime of industrial capitalism worked with compulsion and
repression this new information regime exploits freedom instead of repressing it byung
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chol b c yoon is a partner at kim chang s international arbitration cross border
litigation practice mr yoon has extensive experience in international arbitration and
cross border disputes
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the internet s new favorite philosopher the new yorker May 13 2024 byung chul
han in treatises such as the burnout society and his latest the crisis of narration
diagnoses the frenetic aimlessness of the digital age
byung chul han wikipedia Apr 12 2024 byung chul han born 1959 is a south korean
born philosopher and cultural theorist living in germany he was a professor at the
berlin university of the arts and still occasionally gives courses there
books by byung chul han author of the burnout society Mar 11 2024 byung chul
han has 51 books on goodreads with 173295 ratings byung chul han s most popular
book is the burnout society
in a time of information overload enigmatic philosopher Feb 10 2024 byung
chul han is the enigmatic philosopher and author of the burnout society and
psychopolitics neoliberalism and new technologies of power in his latest book
byung chul han the philosopher who lives life backwards we Jan 09 2024 professor
byung chul han is a 64 year old man who lives life backwards he s awake when people
are sleeping and goes to bed when others are starting to work a proudly lazy thinker
the disappearance of rituals a topology of the present Dec 08 2023 the
disappearance of rituals a topology of the present 1st edition by byung chul han
author daniel steuer translator 4 5 199 ratings see all formats and editions
untrammelled neoliberalism and the inexorable force of production have produced a
21st century crisis of community a narcissistic cult of authenticity and mass turning
byung chul han s burnout society our only imperative is to Nov 07 2023 in his
2015 work burnout society the philosopher byung chul han argues a cult of individual
achievement has led to mass burnout and depression across society resisting burnout
is simple but easier said than done we must slow down and rediscover how to think
the agony of eros mit press Oct 06 2023 the agony of eros by byung chul han foreword
by alain badiou translated by erik butler paperback 14 95 paperback isbn
9780262533379 pub date april 7 2017
the scent of time a philosophical essay on the art of Sep 05 2023 by byung chul
han worldcat 68 pages the age of haste its cinematographic succession of point like
presences has no access to beauty or to truth only in lingering contemplation even
ascetic restraint do things unveil their beauty their fragrant essence
the crisis of narration wiley Aug 04 2023 rather storytelling as storyselling is a
pathological phenomenon of our age byung chul han one of the most perceptive
cultural theorists of contemporary society dissects this crisis with exceptional insight
and flair
topology of violence books gateway mit press Jul 03 2023 in topology of violence the
philosopher byung chul han considers the shift in violence from the visible to the
invisible from the frontal to the viral to the self inflicted from brute force to mediated
force from the real to the virtual
absence on the culture and philosophy of the far east Jun 02 2023 drawing on
this fundamental distinction between essence and absence byung chul han explores
the differences between western and far eastern philosophy aesthetics architecture
and art shedding fresh light on a culture of absence that may at first sight appear
strange and unfamiliar to those in the west whose ways of thinking have been shaped
in the swarmdigital prospects books gateway mit press May 01 2023 in this contrarian
reflection on digitized life byung chul han counters the cheerleaders for twitter
revolutions and facebook activism by arguing that digital communication is in fact
responsible for the disintegration of community and public space and is slowly eroding
any possibility for real political action and meaningful political discourse
psychopolitics neoliberalism and technologies of power by Mar 31 2023 byung
chul han a star of german philosophy continues his passionate critique of neoliberalism
trenchantly describing a regime of technological domination that in contrast to
foucault s biopower has discovered the productive force of the psyche
in the swarm digital prospects untimely meditations Feb 27 2023 in the swarm digital
prospects untimely meditations paperback april 7 2017 a prominent german thinker
argues that contrary to twitter revolution cheerleading digital communication is
destroying political discourse and political action
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han byung chul and the beauty of yeobek the korea times Jan 29 2023 the korean born
philosopher han byung chul ascribes to this view believing that true beauty is found in
such imperfections in empty spaces korean artists refer to these spaces as yeobek
lee byung chul wikipedia Dec 28 2022 lee byung chul korean 이병철 12 february 1910 19
november 1987 was a south korean businessman who founded the samsung group the
country s largest chaebol conglomerate he is recognized as one of south korea s most
successful business figures
quiet please on anna katharina schaffner s exhausted and Nov 26 2022 judging
by vita contemplativa in praise of inactivity 2023 a philosophical meditation on the
meaning of inactivity the korean german thinker byung chul han who over the last
decade has put
amazon com infocracy digitization and the crisis of Oct 26 2022 in this new book
byung chul han argues that infocracy is the new form of rule characteristic of
contemporary information capitalism whereas the disciplinary regime of industrial
capitalism worked with compulsion and repression this new information regime
exploits freedom instead of repressing it
byung chol b c yoon kim chang Sep 24 2022 byung chol b c yoon is a partner at
kim chang s international arbitration cross border litigation practice mr yoon has
extensive experience in international arbitration and cross border disputes
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